
CHAPTER

1 NATURE, OBJECTIVE AND  
SCOPE  OF AUDIT  

(VERY IMPORTANT CHAPTER) 

Do you know: 

responsible

(Imagine you are in a company)

read at least three times

Q 1: What do you mean AUDIT?
Answer

 

Audit is an independent examination of 
financial information of an entity, 
irrespective of its form, nature and 

objective, with a view to express an opinion 
on such financial information 

Refer Note 1 

Refer Note 2 

Refer Note 3 

Refer Note 4 

NOTE 1 - Financial Information

(CA IPCC May 2017)
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Document Name It Presents
particular date 

period

movement (in and out)
during the period

do NOT include

Asked in Exam
(CA IPCC – Nov 2005)

statements?
Answer

used by varied users
general purpose

For example,

Q 3: Who prepares ‘Financial statements? (Read carefully) 
Answer

For Example

Form of Business Organization Person responsible to prepare FS

Those Charged With Governance” or “TCWG” in its place.    
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Q 4: Why to audit “from the point of view of a company”?
Answer (read carefully – point by point)

appoint Board of Directors
 

 

 members appoint an auditor

Statutory auditor

Answer

the company

Who executes the decisions taken in the Board?
execution work is performed by Management:

Answer

Stake holders / Users Purpose

credit worthiness
into long-term 

prompt collection of direct and indirect tax
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Stake holders / Users Purpose

Q 7: What are other Responsibilities of Management of the entity? 
Answer

NOTE 2 – Entity irrespective of its form, nature and objective

any entity irrespective of its form

Irrespective of Nature of business 
Irrespective of Objective 

NOTE 3 – Independent Examination
independent.

Q 8: What is the “Concept of Auditor’s Independence”?
Answer 

state of mind

NOT subject to the wishes or directions of another person
not subject to his own interest;

 o 
 o 

be independent and appear to be independent

laws may be relaxed or strengthened but the quality of independence should remain 
unchanged

Asked in Exam
(CA IPCC - May 2006)
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Asked in Exam

(CA Inter - May 2019)

Concept capsule 1

(CA Inter - May-2019)
Suggested answer

NOTE 4 – Objective of Audit

obtain reasonable assurance whole are free from material 
misstatement

Auditor’s objective:

Misstatements

Purpose of obtaining reasonable assurance

Reporting
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Concept capsule 2

                                                                                                          (RTP-Nov-2019) & (4 Marks - Nov 2020)
Suggested answer

always be and 
appears to be independent

integrity, objectivity and professional skepticism

conscientiously consider whether it involves threats to his 
independence.

exist either desist from the task or put in place safeguards

unable not accept the 
work.

Q 9: What is the Audit opinion / Audit Report?
Answer 

opinion in writing Audit report
 prescribed format

Q 10: What is the “Concept of True and Fair view”?
Answer 

Schedule III

Part I and Part II of Schedule III
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neither undervalued nor overvalued
 o 

consistently

Asked in Exam

(CA IPCC- Nov 2005)

(CA Inter- May 2018)

Answer 
 Opinion one’s point of view

 establishing a given fact

 

Q 12: What is “Financial Reporting Framework” (FRF)?                                            (CA IPCC Nov 2017)
Answer 

acceptable in view nature
the objective required by law or regulation

Q 13: What do you mean by the term “Misstatement”?

Answer

reported in Financial Statements
that is required to be presented as per the applicable 

Financial Reporting Framework.
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Misstatements can arise from error or fraud.
For Example

Q 14: Fraud & Errors (Is it the duty of Auditor to detect & correct the frauds & errors?)

Fraud may be – ‘Misappropriation of assets’ and ‘Fraudulent reporting’.
unintentional mistake self-revealing,

  For example:

The primary responsibility for the prevention & detection of fraud rests with Management & TCWG. 

professional skepticism  

only when such failure is clearly due to 
not exercising reasonable care and skill

Detection & Correction of fraud & error is not the primary duty of the auditor. 

Q 15: What are included in “the Scope of Audit”?

 (1) Coverage of All Aspects of Entity:

 (3) Proper Disclosure of Financial Information:


